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Detecting Change in a Random Sequence 
MIKL~S CS~RG~* AND LAJ~S HORVATH+ 
We propose a sequential procedure for detecting a possible changepoint in a ran- 
dom sequence of observations so that we can fix the probabilty of stopping at any 
level if there is no change. while otherwise we will stop with probabilty one in a 
specified length of time. 1 1987 Academw Press. Inc 
1. INTR~~u~TI~N 
Let X, , X2,... be independent random variables (r.v.‘s). We would like to 
test that these r.v.‘s are identically distributed versus the alternative 
hypothesis that there is an N such that the r.v.‘s X, ,..., XIV have distribution 
function F and the r.v.‘s J&+ , , &+ ?,... have distribution function G, 
Ff G. If there is a change in the sequence, then we want to stop after the 
time of change N as soon as possible. However, if there is no change in the 
sequence then the probability of ever stopping should be less than any 
preassigned number. This sequential approach is motivated by the quality 
control problem that in case of no change in the quality of products we 
would wish to continue the line of production, while otherwise we would 
wish to stop producing as soon as possible. 
The fixed sample changepoint problem has been considerably studied in 
the literature from the parametric as well as the nonparametric point-of- 
view. Parametric results are summarized and further developed in Sieg- 
mund [ 143. Nonparametric results are reviewed in Wolfe and Schechtman 
[15]. Recently Csijrgii and HorvAth [4, 51 proposed statistics for the fixed 
sample changepoint problem based on linear rank statistics with quantile 
scores and on U-statistics type processes. Bhattacharya and Frierson [2] 
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initiated the use of sequential ranks for detecting small disorders in a ran- 
dom sample. McDonald [ 111 gave a sequential cusum procedure to detect 
a rupture in the sampling distribution to a stochastically larger one. 
Now we describe our sequential procedure. Let 
and define the following sequence of r.v.‘s 
<, = F, ,(J’,L i> 2. (1.2) 
Using these sequentially defined r.v.‘s we define their empirical distribution 
functions 
FA(t)=i # [26idk: [,G t). k 3 2, (1.3) 
and the stopping time z by 
r=r(rn)=inf(X-:tn<k and sup klFJt) - t( w(t) > rrPg(k/rn)}, 
I:/‘<r<l Is/; 
(1.4) 
where 1~ is an initial value, and MJ and g are positive weight functions which 
will be described in Section 2. When r is finite we stop sampling and con- 
clude that X,, X,,... are not identically distributed. The stopping time z of 
(1.4) is related to tests of power one from Robbins and Siegmund [ 121, 
and this relationship will be discussed in the next section. The asymptotic 
properties of 5 under the null hypothesis are studied in Section 2. while 
those under the alternative are described in Section 3. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC-s UNDER THE NULL HYPOTHESIS 
First we need a strong approximation of k(F,( t) - I). We will assume, 
without loss of generality, that our probability space (Q, .cu’, P) is so rich 
that all the r.v.‘s and processes introduced so far, as well as later on, are 
defined on it (cf. De Acosta 181). 
THEOREM 2.1. We can riqfine u Kicfir process { K( f, s), 0 < t < 1, s 3 0 1 
.sLich that 
P( max sup jk(pk(t)-t)-K(t,k)l>.4(logn)‘) <Bn ’ 
7~k<H0cr~ I 
for all F > 0. where A = A(E) and B ure positive constants. 
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Proof Bhattacharya and Frierson [2] proved that the r.v.‘s <, are 
independent with distribution 
P(tl = k/i] = l/i, O<k<i- 1. 
Hence we can define independent r.v.‘s U,, uniformly distributed on (0, 1). 
such that 
5, = [iU,]/i. i3 2, (2.1) 
where [.x] is the integer part of s. By the Komlos et 111. [ 101 
approximation there exists a Kiefer process K(t. s) such that 
P( max sup Jk(H,(t)-t)-K(t,k)l>A,(logn)‘)dB,iz .’ (2.2) 
?SkS?, OCfS I 
for all E > 0, with positive constants A, = A ,(E) and B,. where 
H,(l) =; # (2<i<k: U<tj. 
Let t, = i/n. 0 6 id tz. Then we have 
sup I&(t)- H,(f)l 
OL,C I 
62 max Iff,(r,+,)-ff,(r,)l +Z”yy,, lFk(t,)-H,(t,)I OS,S,i~ I . , 
=A,,.,(k)+,l,,.,(k). 
Applying now (2.2) and Lemma 1.1.1 of Csorgii and Revesz [7], we obtain 
for all S > 0 
P; kd.,,(k) > 2A,,,(log n)‘) 
< B,n “+h’+ pi sup sup (K(t+s,k)-K(t,k)l>A,,,(logn)‘; 
0 s , s I 1 ‘,I 0 s ., s I :,, 
< B,., t1 ” +<)‘, (2.3) 
By (2.1 ) we get immediately 
IF&)-Hk(t)l<; f Y,(t), 
,=I 
where Y,(t)=liU,-imml<t<Ujj, and I{CJ is indicator of the event c’. 
On observing that EY,(t) = i I? E( Y,(t) - iC’)’ = i ’ - i ‘, Bernstein’s 
inequality (cf. Serfling [ 13, p. 951) yields 
P 
{I 
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for all .u>O. Let .Y= Az,,k ’ log n, with a suitably chosen constant 
A,,, = A,.,(S), so that from (2.4) we get 
and hence 
P{kd,,,,(k)>2(A2,2+ l)logn) 62n “f<j). (2.5) 
Using now (2.31, (2.5) with b = E, and (2.2) we obtain the result. 
THEOREM 2.2. For the pO.~itiDefUn(.tiOll.~ 11‘ and g ~23~ assume that 
w(t) 6 D(t( I - 1)) ’ Irlitll soww constunts D > 0, v c $, (2.6) 
and g is ~mtinu0u.s O~I [ 1, ‘x8 ) .suti.~~j~ing 
limsup (s log log s)“‘/g(.u) < s~j. 
i . I 
(2.7) 
SUP sup t@‘,(t)-11 M‘(t)/(~I’.‘1X(li/tlZ)) 
,,?<k< I I.!,< I I ,ii 
A sup sup Izqt, X)1 U’(t)/g(s). 
I <UC ., n<r< I 
(2.8) 
Proof: First we note that the limiting r.v. of (2.8) is almost surely finite 
by Corollary 1.15.2 of CsijrgG and Rtvksz [7] (cf. Lemma 2.2 of Csijrg(i 
et al. [6] and Theorem 5.2 of Adler and Brown [ 1 ] ). Using condition (2.7) 
there exist constants A,., >O and B,,,>,3 so that for all k3B,,rn, 
g(k/m) 3 A,,,(k/n~)“‘~(log log k/m)“‘. 
Hence by Theorem 2.1 and (2.6) we get immediately 
sup sup (k(F&) - 1) - K(t, k)l M’(t)/()77’,7g(k/m)) 
,,r<h < I l,C~l,c I I,!? 
” O(m- ,;I 
SUP (log k)’ k” sup l/g(s)) 
WI ,c k d R? , ,>I I<v<BBi, 
+ O( s”P (log k)? k’/(m”‘(k/h)‘~‘) 
B~,,mcX< I 
“2 o( 1 1. 
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We have 
By Corollary 1.15.2 in [7] and (2.6) 
where ii > 0 and \I + 6 < 4. A similar argument shows also that 
Using the fact that the stochastic process 
is almost surely continuous we have 
This also completes the proof of the theorem. 
We note that if condition (2.6) holds with I’= 0, then in (2.8) the 
suPirSS,SlLM can be replaced by sup,,<, < , Naturally we have (2.8) 
without the condition (2.6) if we take supremum in t E [u, h] with 
0 < a 6 h < 1. We can, of course, also drop the absolute value signs in (2.8 ). 
Here we considered only weighted supremum functionals of the process 
k(j;;(t) - t). Other functionals can also be studied on the basis of 
Theorem 2.1. The special functional jh IL-( Fk(t) - r) (if, the so called 
cumulative sum of sequential ranks was essentially analyzed in 121. The 
consistency of the cumulative sum of sequential ranks was proved in [Z] 
under the assumption EX,, # EXv + , , i.e.. change in mean. We prove in the 
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next section that our test is consistent against the more general alternative 
F # G. For some simulation results we refer to [ 1 I]. 
Let 0 < t,, < 1. Then, under the conditions of Theorem 2.2, we have 
where IV is a Wiener process. The distribution function of the limiting r.v. 
in (2.9) is calculated in Robbins and Siegmund [ 121 and in Siegmund [ 141 
for some special R. 
Now we return to the changepoint problem. For the probability that we 
stop under the null hypothesis we have under the conditions of 
Theorem 2.2, 
lim PI r(nr) < X’ 1 = Pi sup 
1,, * i sup IK(r, X)1 \V(t);g(s)> 1 I. (2.10) I z. \ < I (1 I: , < I 
Hence for any given 0 < x < 1 and working with y of the form g(.~) = A(.\-), 
we can choose (‘= (a(x) so that 
Pi sup sup (K(t, .X)1 U’( r)/h(s) > (‘) = X. (2.11 ) 
I- ,- I Cl..,.-, 
Consequently by (2.10) the probability of stopping when there is no change 
in the sequence is approximately J if the initial value 111 is large. Since our 
procedure is completely distribution free, in principle we can always deter- 
mine (‘= ((sI). However, in practice this may be difficult to accomplish. 
Using the inequality of Bore11 [3] we can obtain conservative estimates for 
I’ = c( x ). 
Fixing X. the size of probability for stopping in case of no change, 
corresponds to fixing the size of type one error of tests of power one. 
3. ASYMPTOTICS UNDER THE ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESIS 
In this section we show that our procedure is consistent. Here we assume 
that there is a changepoint N such that the r.v.‘s X, ,.... <Y,,. have distribution 
function F, while the r.v.‘s .I’,+ ,, X,%, ? ,... have distribution function G. 
F# G. We assume that the respective density functions ,f and g exist. Our 
discussion is based on the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. .+l.www that thr dctwit~~ fimctions,f ad g arc positive wet 
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their open support, g is hour&d, und there is an xc, such that F( .x0 j # G( .x0). 
Then there is a positive constant co sucl~ thut 
liminf sup klFk(t) - tl/(li - N) > co as., 
,v-/ O<fCI 
nhenever N<k<ZN, N-t x‘und(Nloglog N) “(k-N)+;/_. 
Proqf: We have 
k(&(t)-t)=N(F,v(t)-t)+ i (I;<,<tf - 0. 
,=\+I 
Using Theorem 2.1 and the law of iterated logarithm for the Kiefer process 
(cf. Corollary 1.15.1 in [7]) we obtain 
limsup(NloglogN) ” sup NJp,V(r)-[/ ‘2 2 1_7 
v + , ,I<,/ I 
Consequently this theorem will be proven if we can show that 
liminf sup i (I{;,<tj -1) /(A-N)>c.,, as. (3.1 1 
L ~.f I ” <; , : I ,=‘1’t1 
Let A4 > N, and define 
F,\,(t) =$$ 
M-N 
L(O +- 
Mfl 
G c.,,, v(l) (3.2) 
By the Dvoretzky et ul. [S] inequality we have. with suitably chosen con- 
stants, 
P(N’ ’ sup IF,(.u)-F-(.(s)1 >A,,,(l~gili)‘~; <B,,, N -:. 
,.<I<, 
and 
P I , max (M-N)’ ’ sup IG,,,, ,,(.u) - G(s)1 > .4&log N)‘,’ 
b 2s ,A, 4 Z.Y I <I<, 
d B,,, N exp( -3.4i,1 log N) < B,,, N ‘. 
Hence on using (3.2) and the Borel~-Cantelli lemma we obtain 
I 
, 
limsup max sup IF,,&) - H,v.,,, ,.&)I N”‘(log N) ’ ’ 
M * ,~, Y*A/szZN I < \< I 
6 2~44.3 as., (3.3) 
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where 
and A,,, is a positive constant. Therefore there is a random variable NJLo) 
such that for N >, N,(to ) we have 
1 
k-N 
i IIG(X,)dG(H,,J- , ,\,(t+ A,,,Np’i’(log N)“))j 
,=v, I 
We may assume without loss of generality that under the conditions 
of the theorem there is a t, such that 0~ F(Gp’(t,))< 1 and 0~ 
G(F- I([,,)) < 1. It can be easily seen that 
F ’ AG ‘s&r;, ,&F ’ vG ’ (3.6) 
and 
11 .\‘. If - Xv,, b - .v 3 cj,.t: (3.6) 
By the mean value theorem and the assumption that g is bounded, we 
obtain 
1 
u,(N) =- 
k-N, i wG,J I ,v( to - A -1.3 N 
“‘(log N)“‘)) 
,/vii I 
G A 4.4 & ,i’ lHi.:L ,Jt,> - A,,, N “‘(log N)r”) 
,=sV+I 
H ,b.:- I ,h(fO)l 
= A,., A,,, N I’“( log N)“’ kN i (‘lh.,,-, NWN.: , Y(VW,,))) 
,=Ntl 
where A,., is a positive constant and 
to - Axi.3 N “‘(log N)” < qN,, < t,,. 
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By (3.6) and (3.7) there is a constant A,,, such that 
/I N.,- lLN(HN,: ,-,V(YIN,,))~A4.S>0‘ N+ 1 <.j< 2N. 
Hence we have 
a,(N) = o( 1). (3.8 1 
A similar argument gives also 
kN 1 i: WC,;-- , ,v( t,,+A,.,N~~‘,‘(logN)’ ‘))-G(H,v,;~, Jr,,)) 
i=*Vi+l 
= o( I ). (3.9) 
With independent r.v.‘s U,, uniformly distributed on (0, l), by 
Bernstein’s inequality we have 
where 0 < I, < 1 for all i, and E and Aj.h are positive constants. Hence, by 
our growth assumption on (k - N) + x’, for large N we have 
P 
i h; cm~a~xm k - N 
‘! i (z;G(.Y,)<.Y,) -.I-,)! >,I 
/-‘Vi I I 
1,L 
bN c 2exp(-A,.,(/,-N)),<N’exp(-A,,,N”). (3.10) 
/, = ,v + I 
Now the Borel-Cantelli lemma and (3.5) (3.8))(3.10) yield 
as (k-N) + X. 
Next, by the mean value theorem, 
1 
a,(N) =- 
k-N f KW’,; , .(r,,))-G(G- ‘(h,)) ,=N+I 
=+N / i td’~,v.,HH,.: ,- ,“(f,,)-- ‘(to)) . 
i--/v+ 1 
where 
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Using (3.6 ), there is a positive constant A,,, such that if ,V is large enough 
then 
By (3.4) we have 
H ,‘L.,If \ -G=$$(F-G) (3.11) 
Hence the sign of H,. i , ,,( f,,) - G ‘(I,,) does not depend on N andj. and 
we can assume that it is positive. Thus we get 
I 
U,(!V) 3 “lj,, ___ 
k - N 
t (H.Y.: , v(f,,)- G ‘(f,,)) 
,=,v + I 
By (3.6) again, there is a positive constant A,,, such that if N is large 
enough then 
H, _I .I I 
,Y., I .(G(G (f,,)l)-G (f,,)=G (H,v,, , ,,(G ‘(i,,))) - G I( i,,) 
3 ~dH.\,: , .v(G ‘(t,,))-t,,)=.4,,xg+ (F(G ‘(r,,)) ~ to) 
3 (A,, ;‘Z)(F(G ‘(f,))- t,,) 
on account of (3.11 ). Consequently. 
~c4N) 3 AA.7,44.dF(G ‘(t,,)) - t,,)/2. 
and this also completes the proof of theorem. 
In case we want to have convergence in probability instead of as. con- 
vergence in Theorem 3.1. then we can weaken our conditions. 
P[ sup li(F,(r)- fl,‘(k- N)>L’,,I + I. 
o< ,c- I 
u~hrncwr N < I? < 2N, N 4 Y_ , unci N “(k-N)+ 1. 
The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 3.1 and hence it 
is omitted here. 
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Now we can discuss the consistency of our procedure. We assume that 
the changepoint N= N(Dz) is such that N(nr) + sx as /H --f x. 
First let g(.u) = C(.V log(log .Y v 3))’ ‘, where c is a positive constant. 
Applying Theorem 3.2, we can find a positive constant 1’ such that 
lim P[~(IH)/(vI v (N+~(~Vloglog,Y~‘~))~ I i = 1. 
I,, . r 
Roughly speaking, the latter statement says that we will stop either at the 
initial value HZ or in C( N log log N)’ ’ steps after the changepoint N. 
Let now g( .I-) = c.Y”. + < fl< 1. where 1’ is a positive constant. Then there 
exists a sequence Y(N) = I’( N, /J)) -0 (N--t x ) such that 
a.s. (3.12) 
This amounts to saying that we will either stop at the initial value 111 or in 
o(N”) steps after the changepoint 1%‘. If c,(.Y log log(log .v- v 3))’ ’ < 
g( .x- ) < c,y .F, with constants C, . c2 > 0, f < /i < 1, then the consistency of our 
procedure follows from (3.12) without any further conditions on ~1 and X. 
Otherwise, if C.Y” <g(x). /I’ > 1, then in order to have consistency, we have 
to assume some conditions on HI and :Y. 
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